Gen 2

Parachute Training Balloon

From the world leaders in the manuafcture of Aerostats, Airships, Inflatable Structures, Gas Balloons, and Tethered Aerostats.

Parachute Training Balloons
Introducing the Lindstrand PTB...
- EASA Certified Product
- Air Conditioned Control Cab
- Capacity For 16 Jumpers
- 1000ft Jumping Height
- Mobile Launch Platform
- 90kW Electric Winch Motor
- 7.5KW Backup-up Winch

Reserve Yours Now!
sales@lindstrandtech.com

t

PTB History
The concept of parachute training balloons ( PTB ) were first demonstrated in 1942, when the
British RAFhad a shortage of aircraft due to the bomber offensive. Wing Commander Jerry
Turnbull, simply took a standard barrage balloon and winch and created a six man gondola.
Later the winch was modified to fit a standard Army lorry which made the system mobile.
The lorry is also used when jumping in flat calm conditions, if there is a risk of hitting the tether
cable, which is eliminated by driving the lorry slowly forward during the jumping exercise.
Not only did the PTB reduce the jump cost, but it also handed logistical control back to the Army.
In additional, landing risks are reduced when you can predict where the jumper will land.
PTB systems were operated en masse in the UK during the war and long thereafter.
In the postwar era they have been used by Belgium, South Korea, Malaysia and Thailand.
All these systems are based on the WW2 barrage balloon, with a volume of 1700 m3
and capacity to take up to 6 jumpers.
The Lindstrand PTB is the first departure from the WW2 concept and will take 16 jumpers to a
jump height using modern day technology.

PTB Envelope
With the arrival of the second generation PTB ( i.e. the one we sell today ) we have
almost doubled the wind tolerance by using electrical fans for the ballonet and tail fins.
By having higher pressure in the fins they are much more rigid and will give the aerostat
a much higher stability.
The envelope is constructed from polyurethane coated Vectran fabric. Vectran is a high
strength liquid crystal polymer similar to Kevlar, but without the fatigue problems associated
with Kevlar. The life of the envelope is expected as 8 years. The rest of the equipment has an
indefinite life when maintained in accordance with the maintenance manual.

PTB Winch Platform

The winch is located on a standard ISO 8 x 20 ft platform that can be mounted on to a
standard 20ft container bed. The winch is mounted to a trailer to enable:
- The truck to be repositioned within seconds, if the weather turns unexpectidly.
- The envelope to be repositioned back in the hangar after the training session.v
- The truck to be driven forward in flat calm conditions to reduce the risk of hitting the tether cable.
Winch Specification
- Hydraulic arm to lower tether cable
- 125kW Diesel Powered Generator
- 7.5 kW emergency winch drive
- Independent emergency brake
- 90 kW Electric winch motor
- Mechanical gear box 212:1
- Electronic control system
- Air conditioned cab

PTB Gondola Equipment

- Externally mounted petrol generator 900W
- Two battery boxes each having a capacity of 110 Amp hours
- Red interior light for night jumping.
- External flashing white light for night flying
- CCTV camera system and recorder
- Civilian transponder with Mode C (optional)
- Instrument box fitted with cooling fan :
- Voltmeter
- Helium temperature
- Ambient temperature
- Temperature inside the instrument box.

PTB Gondola

The Gondola is manufactured from aircraft quality stainless steel and has a capacity for 16
jumpers and one jumpmaster. It is designed to be free from
protruding objects in order to prevent snagging during
jumps, and the exit for the jumper is towards the rear
in order to prevent cable contact.
The gondola is normally open to the air but can be
fitted with a canopy for flight in rain. It is also
certified for night jumping and has interior red
lights and outside flashing white navigation
lights.
The gondola is normally de-coupled from
the envelope before hangar entry using
4 crank-down jockey wheels.
The system is fully controlled and
monitored by the launch master
from the on-board instrument
box.

Jumping Cost Potential
- System purchase cost £ 1,200,000 or € 1,320,000 ( using a 5 year write down )
- Generator fuel cost £ 10,800/ year. (£54,000 per 5 years)
- Helium replenishment £ 6000/ year. (£30,000 per 5 years)
- Maintenance cost £ 10,000/ year. (£50,000 per 5 years)
- Total 5 year cost £ 1,334,000
- Each cycle takes 16 jumpers.
- Assume 20 min per cycle and we have 48 jumper/hour.
- Assume 5 hours jumping a day and we have 240 jumps per day.
- Assume jumping 160 days a year and we have 38,400/year.
- This translates to 192,000 jumps for 5 years
Hence we have £ 1,334,000 divided by 192,000 which is £ 6.94/jump or € 7.63/jump

Company Awards

IFAI (Industrial Fabrics Association International)
Awards of Excellence
2012 Bahnhof MDC Server Hall
2011 Delhi Aerostat, India
2011 AS350 Helicopter Hangar, Global
2003 WDA: Thought Bubbles, UK
2003 Alcan loading bay, USA
Outstanding Achievement Awards
2008 Inflatable Food Barrier, USA
2007 Audio Video Dome, Global
2006 Heathrow CBS Inflatable Roof, UK
2001 Magna Science Building, UK
Performance Textile Association
2004 Winner of Pertexa Industry Award for Innovation
2005 Highly Commended: Innovation Category

World Record Attempts

1995 to 1998 Global Challenger Series
1991 Trans Pacific Crossing
1988 Hot Air Balloon Altitude Record
1987 Trans Atlantic Crossing
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